The evolution of primary chemotherapy in breast cancer treatment.
Primary chemotherapy may be thought of as having evolved over three generations. First-generation primary chemotherapy followed trials which proved that the prognosis of breast cancer patients receiving primary chemotherapy was the same as that of patients receiving post-operative chemotherapy. Second-generation primary chemotherapy followed trials which demonstrated that regimens containing anthracyclines and taxanes yielded complete pathological response rates (pCR)of over 20%. Third-generation primary chemotherapy followed trials which demonstrated that inclusion of newer agents, such as trastuzumab and capetitabine, in combination with taxanes could yield pathological CR rates of over 30%. In third-generation primary chemotherapy, predictive factors, especially those analyzed by DNA array analysis, play a key role. Other issues, including the relevance of sentinel node biopsy after primary chemotherapy and the importance of marking the site of the primary tumor before primary chemotherapy in cases showing cCR, are highlighted. This article deals with the history of the evolution of primary chemotherapy, along with a discussion of some relevant issues.